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.Intrmtuctimi

Educators increasingly heed access to legal research materials that can be
Ufound only in a laW librtry. However; their research needs are considerably

different from those of attorneys, lats., students,, and judges; whoConstitute a
law library's primary Clientele. Educators may be familiar with the research
tools of a general library, but they will likely find a law library a strange place,

where the jargon, the citation forms; and the arrangement of the reference

works ar. unfamiliar.
There are important differences between ad research needs Of an educator

and those of an attorney: An attorney conducts legal research in order to prac-

tice law. But it would be most unwise for an educator or any lay person to use
the legal research tools described in this book in order to avoid attorney's fees.

Another important difference is the educator't greater heed for secondary

sources: The attornq's research is centered around the primary sources of the
law: codes; statutes and court decisions. The educator Will find these sources

valuable, and this book will aid in their use HoWeVer; the educator will usual-

ly rely more heavily on secondary sources such as journal ankles; treatises;

legal encyclopedias, and dictioriariet. Specific titles and series will be described

in this book.
The educator is probably lest familiar than the attorney with the ways in

which certain practices' of the American legal system determine the organiza-

tion of the law library. The characteritti,: of the American legal system that

most complicates the task of legal researchers is the practice of following
precedent. Generally, more time it deVeited to searching for previous court ,
decisions that deal With a particular topic or situation than is spent finding the

texts of laws passed by legislative bodies: The volume of published courtcleci-
sions is enormous and is growing at an astronomical rate. There are several
methods of locating releVant decisions and none of the methods'is perfect.
every kind of ditpute that human beings can have can end up hi court,
therefore any indexing system for locating them must be infernally complex.

This book Will discuss several of these methods and will point Out their

usefulness to the educator: ,

The educator will also have tolearn to use the law library's methOdt of

1
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ing with the problem of timeliness. The body of law is in a constant state'of
film By lunchtime on any given'business day, the law is not the same as it was
when the sun rose that morning; kid the legal researcher must struggle to keep
up: This book will explain the riessary techniques. ...

Another facet of the American legal system that can-cause cOnfusion is
federalism: It may seem an obvious point that there are courts and lawmaking
bodics at both the state and federal levels; but many times inexperienced
research ersiWill , lose track of the level of government in which they are in-
teresizcl.

This book is in the form of a bibliographic essay. First we will discuss court
decisions. The importance of kip: precedent will beaemonstrated by example.
The Complicated systems for reporting court decisions will be explained, as
will how to find. a case, how to read a case, and what an eduCator can do with a
case. ;

.

By legislation is meant what non-attorneys usually refer to simply as law.
.

The acts of Congress and of the state legislatures as approved by presidents
and governors constitute legislation. The educator using the law library will
not be interested simply in finding the text of appropriate legislation a task
that is not necessarily simple but will also need to know how to research he
documentarY history of legislation in order to establish what is c led
tegistative intent.

In addition to legislation, there is administrative regulation. This is an area
of growing importance to everyone,but to educators a knowledge of regula-
tion and regulatory sources is vital. By the very nature of their profession,
educators deal with the administrative agencies that have the powers to
regulate educational activiiies: Educators do not need to be ?minded of the
importance of the decisions of education departments at the state and national
levels and.Of other administrative entities such as tenure commissions:

Finally, this book will discuss the revolution that has been brought to law
libraries by the advent of computerized legal research. Although this kind of
research may sound esoteric and difficult, it is not at all unusual for a so-called

, .

outsider to become competent.
The best place to read this book is Ida well-equipped law library. There the

various legal research works under discussion will not be.abstractions, mere
words on a page. Instead they will be tangible objects, things that can be taken
off the shelf, inspected, and understood.

But what is a well-equipped law library? And how is the educator, who is
presumably neitheian attorney nor a law student, going to gain access to one?
The best kind of laW library from the researcher's point of view is an academic
law library. By this is meant a law libriry that is connected with a law school.

i This kind of library should contain a broad collection of legal research
materials to support the work of law students and f4culty. The materials held
in a medium-sized academic law libraryshould be sufficient for almost any
research need.of an educattir: Academe law libraries will also have a profes-
sional staff that can be of great assistance to the non-attorney.
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Access to some academic law libraries can be a problem:' The researcher

who is not connected with a private institution may not be allowed to use its

facilitieS witlioUt the payment of a stiff fee. On the other band; a law library
connected with a public institution will probably be open to all researchers.

Statesupreme courts usually have large law libraries to serve the research

nee& of state supreme, court justices and theattorneys who practice before

them. Thete libraries are frequently referred to as,.-state law librarieS, but
sometimes this term is used for another law library m the state capital deSigned

fOr the needs of other branches ,of ,state government: State law librarieS of
either kind arecomparablsto academic law libraries and will probably be open

'to the general public;
The public law library or courthouse law library found in any medium-

sized city is less well-equipped but is likely to be more convenient for many
educators. Even a very small tpwn, if it is a county seat, will have this kind of
library. The basic sources of law can be found in these libraries, but only in the

larger cities will other legal research materials be available. These libraries are

usually open to the public.
.Many valuable legal research matwls can be found outside law libraries.

A college or university library, a medVm-sized or large public library; or the
education library associated with a university, can be useful to an educator do-

ing legal research. The most important materials to be found outside convert =,.;

tionally defined laW libraries are government publications.
Federal government publications are distributed to libraries by two

methodS. MOtt librariet simply purchar materials from the Government

;Printing Office just as they would from aliy other publisher. However, at least

one library in each congressional district is designated a depositoryfor govern:

ment publications and receives large numbers of them at no cost. A depository

can be a public or a university library.. All accredited law school librarisS haVe

the option of choosing depository status if they so desire. The guiding princi-
ple of the depository system is that the people have a right to study the opera-

tions of their government: Therefore, government publidatiott are distributed
free of charge to make them easily available to the public.

Most depository libraries shelve their collection of government publications

in a separate area and arrange them by a call number system that is different

from the one used for the rest of the library's books and periodicals: Under
this call number system, all the_publications of one government agency have

call numbers with the same prefix and are shelved together: Rarely will more

than a small fraction of a depository library's government publications be
listed Mille card cataltig. The call numbers of government publications must
be located by bther methods. We will discuss how this can be done when we
disetiSS individual government publications that are useful in legal research.

Some states have a deository system for the distribution of state agency
PublicatiOnS. The librarian at any public library will be able to provide infor;
Matioh about such a system and about the location of the nearest depciSitdry

for federal government documents.
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Ghapter I
Eating a Specific Court Decision

Most of the people doing research in law libraries are not looking for the
texts of laws passed byCongress or by state legislatures; they are looking for
court decisions. The legal system in the United States, like those in most
English-speaking nations, places great importance on previous court decisions
that establi4 the legal precedent for any situation. We are all familiar with, the
impbrtance of such precedent-setting cases'as Brown v. Board OE-ducat-ion,
which mandated school esegregatiop; but the importance of the precedent set
by court decisions goes far beyond this pnd of landmark case. Our basic con-
cepts of fairness and justice require lit people in similar legal situations be
treated similarly. The system of Poll Ang piecedent allows for this to take
placc

Precedent is also necessary to &tenni how a given section of legislation.
can fie applied to a avert situation No matt how straightforward tlie text of
legislation ntay appear when it is written on the page; there are often complica-
tions when that'text is applied in a particular case Relying on precedent en-
sures that people engaged in legal disputes over the same section of legislation
are treated similarly.

For example; section 16-24-12 of the Alabama Code states, that ?Any
teacher in the public schools . . . shall be deemed offered reemployment for
the-succeeding school year [unless given] notice in writing. . .-on or before the
last day of the term of the schdol-in which the teacher is employed." This
seems straightforward enough, but the Alaama Supreme Court has held a
series of decisions that this section applies to probationary teachers and not to
teachers employed undeF one-year certificates because of an emergency. In.
other words, "any teacher" does not exactly mean any teacher.

Elise Reporters,
Individual court decisions are named: or described in several ways. Most.

.educators are accustomed to seeing court declsions referred to by the names of
de panics, as in Brown v. Board of Education. An investigator will also see a
more complete citation such as



Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483:
or even

Brown v. Board of Educ:nion, 347 U.S. 483, 74 S:Ct: 686; 98 L: gd: 873
/1954).

??... The basic task that tilt educator on other layman M a law library must
master is understandingfitils kind of citati3n: The standard form, which is
used to cite other material as well as court decisions; is_

[nurnbe'r] [cryptic abbreviation] [number]

The first number is a volume number and the last number is the page of that
volume on- which the decision begins. The abbreviation refers to a particular

series of case reporter:
A case reporter is a publication that prints the decisions of an individual

court or a group of courts. Frequently the decisions of one court will be:
published, in mire than One reporter. When this happens, a person may see
double or even triple cites as in the secondex'ample shown above. The national
reporter system and the most' important abbreviations are listed on page.§.
Reference boolis that list the more obscure abbreviations are listed in

Chapter 6.
One important distinction that,must be kept in mind when using court deci-

sions is the difference between trial courts and appellate courts.. Cases reach

appellate courts only after they have been tried in a trial court. The appellate

°court does not settle disputes over t e fads of the case but decides whether the

trial court' followed the laW and the rules of legal procedure. Frequently there

is-another appellate court at an eve higher level that can judge the actions of

both the trial court and the lower appellate courts: With a few exceptions; the

court decisions educators would be researching are those of appellate courts.
Another aspect of court structur that one must remember is that the courts4i

reflect the federal nature of our government.' There are trial and appelitf.
courts at both the federal and state levels; and a researcher must always keep

in mind the kind and level of court that is being researched.

The format and contents of a case reporter will vary according to the court
and publisher. The great majority of court decisions published in the United

States are printed by West Publishing Company. The publishers of other

reporters usually use a format sirnilar.to that used by West.
Ina written decision the judge of a court presents the settlement of the

dispdte at hand and the legal argument that led to that conclusion. A decision
does not include a transcript of the testimony of witnesses, the arguments of
attorneys; or any other of the voluminous written materials that may be pro
duced in the process of a. court case. The report of a decision does, however,

include more than just the text of the decision. Various other materials are
added in order to make t!.:, decision more easily used. The first page-of the

West report of a case decision is'shown in Figure '1.

The report of a cake in a West reporter begins with the synopsis. This is one
i ,
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220 134 CALIFORN

A -
Cal.App.3d 59

Hi
""
Gloria PAULUS; Plaintiff and Appellant;

v.

HOARD _OF TRUSTEES OF SEQUOIA
UNION HMI Sl HOOL DISTRICT, and
Sequoia Union Hiati School District, De-
fenitants and Respondents.

iv. 385/12..

Court of 'Appeal. First District,
Division 4.

Oct. 27,41976.

sReNiringt Denied Nov. 24, 1976.
SYNOPSIS

Teacher filolftetition for writ of man,
dat ekineto compel school board and

= school 'strict to ChisSifY her as probation-
al-St teacher and CO set iiide her dismissal.
The Superior Court. San. Mateo 'County,
Filbert D. Miller, J.. denied _petition. _and
teacher appealed. The Court of Appeal,
Cildecott. P. J., held that eyidence sus-_
dined finding that teacher wakoffered ,

accepted contract ea temporary teach,
cause of Shortage created by Peri,-
probationary teachers on leave
therefore, such teacher.w'
stet -y ries of a

A
DIGEST TOPIC

ent or
of absence;

not entitled to
bationary teach-

KEY-NUMBER

36, 137
n ess statutory manoate eompe s ot

positron of teieher is -created .and
fixed by terms of contract of employment,
and in order to abrogate the contract'statu-
tory mandste must be clear. West' Ann.
Education Code. §§ 13337.3, 13338..

Appeal and Error 4.989
On appeal. extent of Court of \ Appeal's

inquiry into findings of fact is whether they
are supported by sub?tantial evidence.

3. Mandamus s...168(4)
Evidence in mandate action to compel

school board and school district to classify

°
teacher as probationary and to set
aside her dismissal sustain finding that
teacber was offered and ac epted contract
as temporary teacher because of shortage

IA REPORTER 64 Cal.App.3d 59

created by permanent or probationary
teachers on leaves of absence; therefore,
such teacher wag not entitled to statutory
rights Of a probationary teacher. West's
Ann. ucation Code. ifi 939, 13337, 13337.3,
13443.

4..Mandamits 40=168(2)
In mandate action- to' compel_ school

board and school district to claisify teacher
as probationary teacher; burden Of proof
was on teacher as petitioner.

5:-Schools and School Districts ao133:1b
Fact that teiicher was, assigned to con-

kinue in deceased teacher'i. former classes
for remainder of school year did not estab-
lish that such teachqr was hired to replace
deceased teacher so as to compel teachers
classif ication_ as a pnThationall'_. teacher.
West'S AM! Edtiention Code, §§ 939, 11337,

-.13137.3, 13443.

r 153.12

Because . substitute and mporary
teacher classifications ar ot, guaranteed
procedural due _pror y statute. they are
narrewly deft- by legislature; and thou'
be strie° Interppreted: _ West's Ann.Educd-

ode, §§ I 7._13337.3:

HEAD NOTE
R in Tepper, Palo Alto, for plaintiff and

apj slant.
:coati C. SorpOsiiii, Dist. Atty., GCorge F.

..amerlengo, Deputy Dist._ Atty., Redwoild
city, for defendants and respondents.

iCAL-DECOTT, Presiding Justice.
Appellant Gloria Paulus fikd a petition

for writ of mandate, seeking to comps) re-
spondents Board of Trustees of theSequoi%
Union High School District (hereinafter
Board) and the Sequoia Union High tchool
District (hereinafter District) to classify her
as probationary teacher and to set aside _Li
her dismissal as an employee of respondent.
The appeal is from the judgment denying
the petitioh.

1

Appellant'-s princiol eon Cation is that
the circumstances under whir1r she signed

Figure 1. First page of a ase report io 134 California Reporter, publiabed by West'
Publishing tompany._Used by permission.
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paragraph in length and is much like the aragraph at the beginning of a
newspaper article that tells the reader who What, when why; and where.
Because the decision is alMOSt always that of- an-appellate court; thetynopsis
gives the history of the case the lower courts from which it was appealed.

The next part after the synopsis is the Ireadnotes. These are summaries of

the major legal issues decided in the case: The headnotes are arranged under a

set of subject heading§ called digest topics and key numbers; which allow the
researcher Co locate court decisions on a given subject7T-he-headnotes, digest

topicS, and key numbers together constitute a kind of outline of the decision.
Careless legal researchers frequently fall into the habit of scanning the

synopsis and headnotes of cases and skipping the decisions. This is unwise for
two reasons. First; there is a certain subjectivity in the process of defining and
summarizing issues: Different editors or researchers might do this differently
for the same case. Also editors sometimes make mistakes. In at least one case,
the headnote states the exact opposite of the ruling by omitting the word hOL

After the headnotes, the names of the attorneys are listed, and next follows.
ihe ruling or decision of the court. This is what the researcher is lOoking_for in
it are contained ti e precedents for the future.

.

Many appellate courts, such as the United States Supreme Cciurt; are made

up of more than one judge...If any judge disagrees with decision of the ma-

jority; that judge can state the reason for disagreement in a dissenting opinion.
If a judge agrees with the majority decision but has something to add; or if the

judge agrees with majority, but hag reached that decision by different legal
reasoning, the judge can write a concurring opinion: Both of these can be
combined in otiinititiS that "concur in part and dissent in part." Any dissent-

ing or concurrinpiniOns are printed following the majority opinion. The
majority opinion is the law in a case:

A baSic knowledge of the coverage of the various reporterS is necessary to

anyone doing legal research: The Supreme court Reporter reports the deci-*

sidns of the United States Supreme Court; and other West reporters contain
the decisions of the lower federal courts and the decisions of the state appellate
courts grouped 'together by region. The most important reporters, their cita- -

Lion abbreviations; and the courts currently included are given in Table 1.

Two things ShOUld be noted about this table: First; the regional designa-
tions.do not necessarily make sense. Kansas is in the Pacific Reporter and Ken-

tucky iS in the SO'Uth Western Reporter: Something else that may be confusing -

is the 2d in the abbreviations column; In an effort io keep the volume numbers

low, Wegf begat' steondseries of triany of the reporters. For example, the
next volume after 300 Southern Reporter is not volume 301 but I Southern
Reporter 2d.

Because the headnotes and the synopses are written by employees of *est,
. they are copyrighted and cannot be.published by anyone elSe. The texts of the

decisions; however; are in the public domain. Anyone can tifblish them. Most

of the reporters published by other private presses gather cases in some broad



subject area suc as labor law or trade regulation, rather than publishing all
the opinions o certain court or group of courts.

The most Important non-officiatreporter from outside the West system is
an exception. This is the United States Supreme Court Reports Lawyers' Edi-
tion, commonly referred to simply' as Lawyers' Edition. The contents are
similar to thoseof a West reporter,; however, there are two additions that can
be very useful. For important cases Lawyers' Editioniinclules summaries of
the arguments of the parties involved. Each volume of Lawyers' Edition also
contains an appendix with articles on legal issues discussed in the cases.

Decisions of many state appellate courts are published in official editions
by the state governments. The United States Supreme Court also has an of-
ficial edition; the United States Reports.Official editions frequently have
some explanatory thaterial added by editors; but it is rarely as elaborate and
useful as that provided by West,

Reporter
United States Reports
Lawyers' Edition
Supreme Court Reporter

-Federal Reporter
Federal Reporter

Reporter
Atlantic

North Eastern
North Western

Pacific

South Eastern
Southern
South Western

Federal Courts

Abbreviation
U.S.
L.Ed.
S.Ct.
F., F.2d
F.Supp.

Coverage
U.S. Supreme Court
U.S. Supreme Court
U.S. Supreme Court
U.S. Court of Appeals
U.S. District Court

State Appellate Courts

Abbreviation Coverage
A., A.2d Conn., Del., Maine, Md., N.H., N.J.,

Pa., R.I., Vt., D.C.
N.E., N.E.2d III., Ind., Mass., N.Y., Ohio
N.W., N.W.2d la., Mich., Minn., Nebr., N.D., S.D.,

Wisc.
P P.2d Alaska, Ariz.; Cal., Colo:% Hawaii,

Idaho, Kan., Mont., Nev., N.M.,
Okla., Ore., Utah; Wash., Wyo.

S.E.; S.E.2d Ga.', N.C.; S.C.; Va., W.Va.
So. 2d Ala., Fla., La., Miss.

S.W.2d Ark., Ky., Mo., Tenn., Tex.

Table 1. Important case reporters and the areas they cover.
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Chapter 2
Using a Digest

If educators who are conducting legal research know only the name of a
case or do not have a case name but only a topic about which they want to find
dedsioni; then j136 should use a digest. A digest is _a name and subject index
to decisions. Digests are the most sophisticated legal research tool discussed in

this book, ut they are not too difficult to be useful to researchers without a

legal ba groups
Th first step using a digest is choosing which digest to use. Because the

voluine of cases that have b-een tried and reported in this country is so large;
there is no one digest that provides access to all decisions for all time: Digests
are restricted in their coverage to a certain period of time; a certain court or
group of courts, or a combination of the two. The Decennial Digests; for ex-
ample, index all reported court 'decisions for a given 10-year period:\ At the
&her extreme, the Supreme Court Digest indexes only dections of,t1it? U.S.
Supreme Court, but with the help of regular supplementation it indexes all
Supreme Court decisions before the current year; As with case reporters; West
Publishing Company is the printipal publisher of digests.

Three digests index ! alt reported - decisions of federal courts for certain
periods of time. The Federal Digest indexes cases before 1939, the Modern
Federal Practice Digest indexes cases between 1939 and 1%2, and the Federal
Practice Digest indexes cases after 1962, There are also digests published for
the regions covered by the regional reporters, for individual states, .and for
some specialized courts.

If one knows the name of a case, a digest is as easily used as a telephone
book. Simply turn to the table of cases in one of the later volumes and one will
find the citation listed. If the researcher does not know the name of the deci-
sion bui only its subject or, more likely, does not want a particular case but
only a topic on which to find court decisiOns, the researcher must be able to
use the main body of the digest.

It is important to understand how the digest can be used as a subject index
to cases. Turn back to the court decision illustrated in Figure 1 (page 6); Notice
the headnotes, the key numbers, and the digest topics. The digest topics and

9 / 14



the key numbers constitute a set of subject headings under which the editors at
West have classified this case, They are like the subject headings in a library's
card catalog, That is they are a series of subject categories into which all deci-
sions (like all books in a library) are classified in order to make it possible for
the user. to find material on a given topic.

The major subject categories in the West system are called digest t s,
and there ?re more than 400 of them. Examples are "Schools and School
Districts;" "Colleges and Universities," "Civil Rights," "Wills," and
"Burglary." Each digest topic is divided into-numbered subtopics; these are
the key numbers. The more complicated digest topics have more-than a thou-
sand key numbers.

In Figure 1 the digest topic for the first headnote is SchoolS and School
Districts and as sometimes is the case, one aspect of the case has been put
under a pair of related key numbers, 136 and 137, Which belong to the same
digest topic. The headnote that follows summarizes this aspect of the case and
usually Follows very closely the wording of part of the decision. The next head-
note has been summarized under the digest topic Appeal and Error and key
number 989.

The main body of a digest is nothing more than a printing, arranged by
digest topic and key number, of head notes of all the court decisions within the
time and court coverage of the digest. Figures 1 and 2 together can.be used to
illustrate this.

Figure 2 is a page from Part I of the Ninth Decennial Digest. This digest in-
dexes all reported cases from all courts for the period 1976-1981 (This five-
year digest contradicts its name and is a departure from past practice). The
page shown is the beginning of the list of all the headnotes classified under
Schools and School Districts key number 133.12 during that period. The head-
note from the decision in Figure 1 has been marked anon the digest it includes
a citation to the case. This citation allows the researcher to locate the case.

Determining Key Numbers

At the beginning of the listing of headnotes under this key number there is
the legend "----Substitute and supply teachers." The heading begins "----"
because this is one of a sequence of key numbers that deal with different
aspects of teacher tenure. The full key number heading would read "Perma-
nent tenureSubstitute and supply teachers."

This is a good example of how the system of key numbers can be stretched
to accommodate changing patterns of litigation. Earlier in the century, key
number 133 was sufficient for all disputes involving employment of teachers.
This key number has now been divided into 16 parts, eight of which involve
teacher tenure.

It should be clear that the researcher who wishes to locate court decisions
on a certain topic needs to do two things:

10



9th D Pt 1.-1029 '

__R1.1980._. t h_of tionaq_.period

prior to grsinting of tenure is :natter t4fluSivt

ly wit1n difinal -01 leldlure, -and sow

tOrniroItetii riiitiller_lenglb_ul he pent4

by cuntrao7 .Qb(11441 ;1t (ien.taws

16-0 Birer rien.

with School Committee; '418 .A id 13.

Rt_1976-,iltert .tia1tethap.1.hild_poston

in school district for less than tWo years after
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I. Determine the key number or numbers under which the desired deci-
sions will be classified:

2. Locate the listing orheadnotes under that key number in the ap-
propriate digest.

The second of these steps is simple: The main body of each digest is ar-
ranged by the ditest topics in alphabetical order from Abandolied and Lost
Property to Zoning and Planning: The key numbers; with all their associated
headnotes and case citations; are listed in numerical order under each digest
topic:

However; determining the appropriate key number is not simple There are
several methods that can be used; but none of them works all the time. One
way to begin isby trying to decide; which digest topic is appropriate. At the
beginning of all digests and at the beginning of each volume of the decennial
digest is a list of the digest topics. Scan the list; if one topic appears promising,
turn to the location in the digest where the coverage of that topic begins. There.
will be found a brief discussion of the subjects included in that topic and cross-
references to related topics. If the topic still seems promising, turn to the next
section, which will be labeled analysis.

The analys of a digest topic is simply a list of all the key numbers into
which it is vided and a brief description of the coverage of each key number.
Look through the key number listing to decide if,,any of them appears likely to
be applied to the kinds of decisions sought. If any of the key numbers appears
useful, keep turning pages. After the analysis will be found the first key
number of that topic and all the cases that have been categorized under it; then
comes the second-key number and so on.

Descriptive Word Index

If inspecting lists of digest topics and lists of key numbers does not produce
results, there are other methods. The most important of these is use of the
descriptive word index, which in some digests is called word; and phrases. Thit
is usually 10 ii spread over two or three volumes toward the end of a digest
but occasionally is at the very beginning. The descriptive word index is a sub-
ject index to the digest topics and key number headings. Look in this index for
any iihrase that might relate to the desired subject and this index will indicate
the proper digest topic and key number.

Knowing one decision on a topic; .a person can easily find others: Locate
the decision in a reporter and rote the digest topics and key numbers under
which it has been classified; Then take a digest; any digest; and turn to the
listing of headnotes classified under the same key numbers.

One last point should be. emphasized before we leave digests be patient.
The use of digests is a trial-and-error process and takes time-. The researcher
rea rs all the headnotes under a key number and none' of them fits. The re-
searcher then goes to the descriptive word index and finds another key number
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and reads all the headnotes under it. If nothing is found in the fisst half hour,
that is all right; the search has only started.

Another source that can be used to locate decisions on a tdpic is annota-
,ions to codes. w3111 discuss this in detail in the next chapter.

Because the educator is unlikely to be experienced in using specialized legal
research tools, frequently the most convenient way to locate decisions on a
topic is through the use of secondary sources. Any law library will contain

textbooks, treatises, law journals, legal entyClOpedias, legal dictionaries; and
loose-Jeaf reference books. tietatiSe of the central importance of courtdeci-
sions in legal research, all these sources cite decisions copiously Subsequent
chapters will diSCUSS the different kinds of secondary materials and will give
greater emphasis to the ones that can be of particular use to educators.
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Chapter 3 I
Findin& Jnformation
,A1x3ut

In addition to court decisions, another important source,..iaw is legisld.-
lion. Legislation is the product of Congress or the state legislatures, and is ap":
proved by president& or governors.,To'use legislation effectively in research,
an educator must IA able to understand the forms in whiklegislation is '
published and to locate in the library any part of the documentary reccrd of
the legisffition s passage.

Codes and Statutes
Jtist as the federal government and each of the SO states have separate

systems for producing legislation; the federal government and the states have
separate systems for publishing legislation. A well-equipped academic law
library should have codes and statutes for each state and for the.federal
goveriurent. A college or university library, a mNjtim-sized public library, or
a public law library will probably have codes and statutes for the federal
goyernment and for the State in which it is located.

Each of the two forms in which legislation is published codes and
Statutes is needed for researching different kinds of questiOns. To under-
stand theii 'usefulness it is vital to understand the differences between them.

There is no rhyme or reason to the order in which legislation is produced.
The vagaries of parliamentary maneuver and executive whim may determine.
that on a given day the president signs into law an act defining boiled peanuts
out of the peanut quota", an act allowing one individual to settle in the United
States as an exception to the normal immigration quotas; and the entire
federal education program for the year. These acts will be published as statutes
in that order:

Statutes; which are usually called s9sion laws e state leveliare pub-,

fished in bound volumes by year or by legislative sess on. A subject index is
usually included. An academic library is likely to have he session lairs for all
states in bound form or on microfiche.
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Statutes or session laws are useful for historical or academic research.
When studying the text et a particular law passed at a particular time, one
must refer to a statute. But for many kinds of legal research, statutes are

' cumbersome.
The mast common goal in researching legiSlation is not to locate an in-

dividual staotte, but to find all-the law that is currently in effect on a topic.

This would bt. difficult if the onlylbol for this purpose. wat'a set of session
laws. There woi. d be one or more volumes and a subject index for each year

The first step we 'Id be to !bac in each year'S subject, index to find all the
statutes ever passé i on edilcation. The next step would be to determine which

laws are Still in effi ct.
This process cap be i.ottipleX. It is not at all unlikely that a statute contain-

ing a compound sentence Could havebeen enacted in 1840; the first clause of
the sentence repealed in 1923; the %econd clause amended in 1948; the entire

sentence replaced by another containing almost the saute words in 1975; and
another claiiSe added to this in 1983; In federal law; many sections of law have

a hiStory even more complex than this; therefore; it is readily apparent how
tediduS is the process of determining the cerrent law on a subject by using
Statutes. Whit is needed is rearrangement of law by subject without regard to

the statute in which a certain passage became law.
JUSt such subject arrangements of laws exist; they are called codes,At-

torneys use codes as their most important sourcetofpublished legislation. They
usually turn to statutes only when they seek to establish the legislative intent of

sections of code; Separate codes exist for federal law, for each of the states;
for territories; and for some Native AmericantribeS.

The most useful codes.are annotated codes.ITIart-Idnotated code each sec-

tion of code is followed by summaries of the important court decisions that
have applied or interpreted the Section. In some annotated codes; references to

relevant secondary sources are alSo intliided. Remember that in Chapter 1 we

gave an example of a s 'on,of the Alabama Code and described how it hag

been interpreted by the co etS. The court decisions giving this interpretation

came from thf annotat' to that code section;
The United St Ode is published by the Government Printing Office.

Because it is not annotated, it is seldom used by attorneys or other legal re-

searcherS. TWO privately published codes; the United States Code Annotated

and the United sten& Code Service; are almost universally used instead of the
Offitial edition. For most states; the official edition of the code is annotated
and is published' by a private publisher. Most codes are kept up-to-date with

pockettphrts supplements that fit in a coMpartment in the back of each
volume;

The officid edition of the federal statutes is the Statutes at Aarge.. A

privately published edition of the statutes with the ungainly and misleading ti-

tle of United States Code Congressional and Administrative News is' widely

available in libraries and has a large amount of supplementary material.
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Legislative Intent
In adchtlyeto using,previous court decisions that interpret a code section a\s

a guide to its application and meaning, another technique triat can be used for
the same purpose is researching legisktive intent. This is done primarily
through the documents that are produced in the legislative process. Amost all
of the sources we will discuss are available in any government documents
depository library, whether or not it is a law library.

We will follow the path along which a bill travels before it becomes law;
and at every point at which a document is produced we will discuss that docu-
ment; explain its use to theresearcher; and give directions as to how it can be
found in the library: We will look at this process at the federal level because at
that level the documentation is the most complete: For state legislation the
process is similar; but the docuMentation is often less satisfactory:

Wh a bill is introduced in Congress it is given a number. If it is the
3;475th b to be introduced in the House of Representatives in that session;
its number ill be HR 3475. If it is the 5th bill to be introduced in the Senate;
its number ill be S 5. Some unusual pieces of legislation are numbered as
resolutions: he bill number is important because many sources of informa-
tion on legislation ai-e-indexed by bill ri%mber. When researching legislative in-
tent, the first step -s usually to ascertain the bill number. One can find this
number immediat ly preceeding the_ text of the law in its statute form in
Statutes in Force United States Code Congressional and Administrative
News.

Bills introdUced after 1978 are published on microfiche. Paper copies of
older bills are usually available at large academic libraries. .

After the bill is introduced, it is referred to a committee of Congress that
has the responsibility for all legislation on a particular subject. Legislation
dealing with education is handled in the House or kepresentatives by the Com-
mittee on Education and Labor and in the Senate by the Committee on Labor
and Human Resources: Sometimes a bill will fall into the jurisdiction of more
than one committee and will therefore be considered by each committee in-
volved.

Most of the time the bill will never be heard from again-. The majority of
bills are introduced; are assigned to a committee; and die. All too often, the
member of Congress who introduces a bill does so with no intention that it
become law.

Hearings and Reports
If the members on the committed choose to consider a mil seriously, they

may hold hearings. They summon experts; lobbyists; and other legislators to
testify for and against the bill. The witnesses usually bring with them written
material; they make oral statements, and they submit to questioning by com-
mittee members. News stories are frequently based on something someone said
at a committee hearing.
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The written material submitted by witnesses together with the transcripts of

their testimony are sometimes published as hearings: Hearings are'an in-
valuable source of raw material on legitlatiOn and are available at virtually any

government documents depository libtary. Many libraries will have hearings

stored on micrOfiehe. Unpublished hearings Ere usually available from the
committee. The government documents librarian at a depository may be will-

ing to request an unpublished hearing for a researcher; but that researcher may

have to pay the committee for photocopying:
Hearings; like most United States government publications; usually are not

listed in the library's card catalog. If the hearing was published in 1970 or

later; its call number can be found using the.Congressional Information.Ser-

vice index; which can be found in most depository libraries: This set of books

indexes all publications issued after 1969 by congressional committees. For

each year the Congressional Information Ser-ice has two volumes; an index

yolume and an abStracts 'volume: Hearings and other committee Publication§

are indexed by subject, bill name, testifying witness; and bill number in the in-

dex volume. A reference to a hearing in the index volume will give the number

of an abstract in the abstract volume. At the beginning of the abstract appears

the call number of the hearing. The call numbers of all committee hearings

begin Hearings of the House Committee on Education and Labor will

haYe call numbers that begin Y4:Ed8/1; and hearings of the Senate Committee

On -Lab& and Human Resources begin Y4.L11/4.
Note that the Congressional Information Service indexes all hearings by the

year in which they were ptiblished rather than by the year in which they were

held. Hearings are frequently not published ,until the year after they took

place.
hearings published before 1970 may be found in the Month Catalog; As

its name implies, each issue of the Monthly Catalog is a Cat l g of all the
publiCations issued by the Government Printing Office during particular

month. It should be available in any acadeinic or. libr of even

medium size and in any depository library. ,

In order to use the Monthly Catalog to determine the call number of a hear.:

ing, locate a reference to the hearing in the index by Subject. Next to that
reference find the entryliumber of the hearing. Turn to that entry number in
the catalog and find, dil[ong other things, the call number of the hearing. Use

of either the Congressional Information Service or the Monthly Catalog is a

time-consuming, trial-and-error process. UfileSt exceptionally Way, the
-researcher will inspect a number of entries before the correct one is located.

Another important document that committees produce is the report. Com-

mittee reports are very important because they are official statements of

legislative intent.
After a committee has considered a bill, possibly held formal hearings on

it, and possibly Amended it, the committee may decide that the bill should
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become law. The bill is then passed on to the entire House or Senate with a
report written by thg committee staff. If a. bill is in the jurisdictions of more
than one committee, reports can be produced by each of the committees in-
VOIVed.

The report will discuss the need for a bill and give a brief history of the
situation that produced the need for it. The budgetary impact of the bill will
most likely be discussed. If the bill was amended by the committee, the amend-
ments will be justified. Many reports contain a section-,by-section analysis of
the bill. This analysis is the most valuablc. part of a committee report in justify-
ing legislative intent. The report may include minority views of committee
members who oppose the bill or oppose its current form;

All reports for each house of Congress are numbered sequentially during
the two-year period that constitutes one term of Congress. The first two (or
soon; three) digits indicate the term of Congress: For example; Senate Report
98-145 would be the 145th report of any Senate committee during the 98th
Congress. The 98th Congress serves in !983 and 1984; the 99th in 1985 and
1986, the 100th in 1987 and 1988, and so on.

Libraries have committee reports available Ina number of different forms,
but the reports always are referred to by these report numbers. The simplest
source for report numbers is the legislative history table in the last volume of
each year's set of United States Code Congressional and Administrative News.
This table is arranged by public law number, which is assigaed to each statute
as it is signed into law. The public law number can he found at the beginning
of the text of a statute in either the Statutes at Large or the United States Code
Congressional and Administrative News. Public law numbers can also be
found in annotated codes. The number of a report also can be found in the
Congressional Information Service or the Monthly Catalog using much the
same technicines as those used for locating the call nt abers of hearings.

The Government Printing Office publishes reports in two forms: First; the
individual report is published in paperback. Two or three years later all the
reports from a session of Congress are published together with other publica-
tions in several volumes of a continuing series called Serial Set.

Beginning with the 97th Congress in 1981; all House and Senate reports
were placed in sequence with othergoveirimentpublications by assigning them
numbers in the same call number sequence. The prefix for Senate reports is
Y1.1/5; the prefix for House reports is Y1.1/8. For example, Senate Report
97-465 has the call number Y1.1/5 97-465. Volumes of the Serial Set have the
prefix Y1.1/2. Congressional committee reports and Serial Set volumes
published after 1981 are usuOly shelved with other government publications
and come in sequence before committee hearings whose numbers have the
prefix Y4. Most libraries shelve reports and Serial Set volumes pubbkhed
befeire 1981 in a separate area of the government publications section.

The United States Code Congressional and Administrative News reprints
some committee reports ih its legislative history section. At least one commit-
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tee report is :ncluded on every major piece of legr.lation and the full set of

reports is included for important laws.
After a bill is .ported by committee it is considered by the entire house of

Congress (Senate or House) into which it was introduced. Congress debates

the bill; amends it and votes to pap or reject it The transcript of the debates,

the texts of the amendments, and the record of the votes are all found in tht

Congressional Record. The Congressional Record rz. indexed by subject, by

popular name; by bill number, and by naive of member of Congress.

Although material in the Congressional Record can be useful; it is con-

sidered less authoritative than material in committee reports (members of

Congress have been knoW:i to exaggerate',. Also members of Congress often

are not even in Washington on the del. the Congressional Record has theM

delivering a moving oration. The "speech" was delivered by typescript.

If a bill passes its firSt house of Congress; it is sent to the other house. NOW

properly but not etinSiStently,called an act; it goes through the same process in

the-second hthiSe that it went through in the first. It is assigned to a committee

or committees, which may hgldhearings or may bury the bill. If the bill is ap-

proved by committee; it is sent with a report to the entire second hditSe (House

or Senate) fdi consideration: The act may be amended by committee in the

second house or it.inay be amended by action of-the entire second house. The

second house then- debates it and votes to pass or to reject it.

If an act has passed both hOuses of Cc igress in identical forms; it is sent to

the .president for his consideration. :If, because of amendments it has ac-

cumulated along the way; the act.has not passed the Howe and Senate in the

same form, the act must.be sent to a conference committee. This committee is

made upof met6bers of b,th houses who are charged with producing a corn-

promise version of the bill. When the conference committee has finished itS

work, it issues a report. Because this report is almost always an analysisIof the

in its final amended foriii, it is the most important single item in the .

published legisktive history Of an act.
The conference report is numbered and published as if it were a report of a

committee of the HOUSe of Representatives. It is usually included in the United

States Code Congressional and Administrative News and, unlike other .tom=

mime reports, it is usually printed in the Congressional Record.

Researching Bilk that Fail
The research techniques we have discussed so far in this chapter are useful

only for researching bills that have become law. Research is sometimes also

conducted on bills that Many bills fail to become law after having pro-

greSSed far enough through the legislative process to have produced hearings

and reports. These pvblications are accessible through the Congressional In-

formation Service and the Monthly Calatog, just as watcrials on Nils that pass

are However; the United States Code'CroiigreSSionaland Adminivtrativc Krews

contains material only on bills that have become law.
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The niost difficult problem in researching unsuccessful legislation is deter---

mination of the bill number. The subject index to the Congressional Record is
sometimes useful, and in most libraries it is the only helpful source vailable;
but the only consistently reliable source for subject access to bill nu bets is
the Congressional Index, putTished by COmmerce Clearing House. T is is a

. loor-leaf, two-volume sq with one volume for each house of Congress. The
current set is constantly uOdated by filing new pages and removing old ones. A
new set is begun for each term of Congress; the.two-volume sets for previous
terms usually are kept, and they remain a valuable source of information on
unpassed legislation fi om previous years. Unfortunately, the Congressional_
Index is fairly expensive and is unlikely to be found outside of an academic law
library or a large academic library that is 'a depos;tory.

Status of Pending Legislation

Frequently 'an investigator will want to ascertain the status of a pending
bill. There ai,;.A two sources that call be helpful. The Congressional In dex has a
status of bills section that allows the researcher to determine the recent status
of neritling legislation. A more commonly available sourceof information on
pending logiglation is the Calendars of the !rouse Of Representatives, which in
spite of the plural in ids -title is a single paperback publicaiior. It may be found
in a depository library, but :t is more likely to be in a.depository that is also a

*0:0-library. In it is a table with the. heading "Numerical Order of Bills and
Resblutions Which Have Pass6:1 Either or Both Houses and Bills Now Pend-
ing on the Calendars." Stripped of the parliamentary jargon, this means all
bills that have been reported by committees. If a bill is listed, its current status
is lisied; if it is not listed; the bill has not been reported by the committee to
which it was first assigned: A new Calendars is published for each day the
House is in session.

A valuable and frequently overlooked source of information On both past
and current legislation is the army of Washington lobbyists. Professional
organizations and othee groups intetested in education maintain Washington
offices to influence legislation. Frequently these groups are very fielpfill to the
researcher who writes or, better yet, telephones them for informatidri.

'Other Washington4offices that can be helpful are those of representatwes
and senators. They are usually glad to answer any requests from their constit-
uents for information on current legislation. The office of a representative or
senator who is on a committee concerned with educatiOn can be'particularly
helpful.

State Legislation

The problems of legal research at the-state level vary greatly from state to
state. SoMe'States publish the full array of hearings, reports, and flObr debates
that are available on federal legislation; and some states publish nothing but
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the final text of the law. Ma ekcellent Guide to State Legislative
Material; which shoul le at any academic law library, lists what
kind of materia vailable from each State, the cost of the material, and the
telephone numbers of the officeS frOm which it is available.

Another useful source of material on legislation at the state level is the ma-
jor newspaper in die capital city. Many university and large public libraries
maintain indexes to important newspapers in their states; and a few telephone
callS may allow the researcher to reach a librarian who can find needed.infor-
mation:

4
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Chapter 4
Using the Publications of
Federal Agencies

The publications of government agencies are particularly useful for the
kinds of legal research that non-attorneys are likely to conduct. Useful
publications include annual reports, the conclusions of commissions charged
with the investigation of an issue, and the various published forms of regula-
tions. This aapter will discuss the utility of agency publications for educators
and ti- these documents can be located in the library: Most of these materials
can a found in depository libraries.

Finding Federal Regulations

For more than a century there has been a division of the federal govern-
ment whose primary concern is education. This entity has had several names
and has occupied several different places in charts of government organiza-
tion. However, the Superintendent of Documents Classification Scheme
(Su Doc) used for assigning call numbers to government publications is
cumbersome when dealing with federal reorganizations. The Su Doc scheme
provides for net call numbers for the publications of a government division

-after that division has been reorganized; but; unfortuna, 1y, this rule has been
applied hapharcardly. Table 2 lists the government divisions concerned with
education and the larger entity of which most were a part, the time period for
that arrangement, and the SuDoc call numbers of their publications. The
overlap in time periods is caused by inconsistency in the assignment of SuDoc
numbers.

A worthwhile exercise for an educator with ready access -to a depository
library is to scan the government publications she in thTise call number
areas. Annual reports, the'reports of special study commissions, and reports
on the implementation of particular federal programs will all be of interest.

The government agency publications that are the most important to legal
researchers are those that contain rules and regulations. Educators do not have
to be reminded of the importance in their professional lives of the regulations
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of such entities as state education departments and tenure commissions as well

as such federal agencies as the Department of Education.
Federal regulations are authorized by legislation or, less frequently, by the

executive orders of presidents. The authorizing law or order, referred to as the

authority, delegates to the government agency the power . to regulate
something. Frequently, the regulations are needed to imerpret and implement
the legislation, and they are generally more specific and technical: For exam-

ple, the Vocational Education Act of 1963; as later amended; called for a
federal program to assist the state's vocational education programs. The
general intent of the legislation is given concrete form in 47 pages of regula-
tions that set up the program. An educator who intends to apply for a grant
under this program had better. be able to locate and apply these regulations.

As is the case with the documentary history of the legislative process, the
publication of regulations at the state level varies greatly from one state to
another. The best state publication systems resemble that of the federal
government: For information about the puj,licatior of regulations in a par.._

ticular state see the Guide to State Legislative Material or contact the library Of

a public law school or the state supreme court.
Regulations at the federal level are published in two forms that are similar

to the statute and code forms in which legislation is published. The form that
in analogous to the statute is published in the Federal Register.

Published every workday, the Federal Register is abOut the size of the
telephone directory of a medium-sized town. On some days more than one
volume is required. New regulations and amendments to existing regulations

are usually published twice in the Federal Register. The first publication is in
their proposed form. Anyone with suggestions, objections, or comments on
the new regulation is given an address to which comments may be sent and a
telephone number where further information can be found: The regulations

'Government agency Cali Number Dates

Bureau of Education 166 1869 - 1929

Federal Security Agency: Office of Education 166 1929 - 1939

Department of Health, Education and Welfare:
Office of Education FS5 1953 - 1969

Department Of health, Education and Welfare:
Office of Education HE5 1970 - 1975

Department of Heald, Education and Welfare:
Education Division HEI9 1972 - 1979

Department of Education ED 1979

Table 2. Federal government agencies primarily concerned with education, the dates of
their exisience, and the call numbers assigned to their publications by SuDor.
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are published a second time in their final form. This time they are accom-
panied by a summary and discussion of the comments received. Frequently,
the regulations have been amended to take the comments into account. The
regulations may go into effect immediately, or the effective date may be given.

Researching regulations in the Federal Register could be an onerous task
because there has been an issue published every workday since 1936. For-
tunately, there is a publication called the Code Of Federal Regulations (CFR)
that simplifies the task.

The regulations of federal government agencies are arranged in the CFR. by
subject and agency. The CFR is divided into 50 subjects called Titles. Titles are
subdivided into subtitles, subtitles into chapters, chapters :nto parts, and parts
into sections. Title 7 of the CFR contains the regulations on agriculture, Title
26 the regulations on taxation, and Title 42 the regulations on public health.
Regulations dealing with education are found in Title 34: The topics included
in Title 34 range from civil rights to the administration of student loan pro-

:,

grams:

-(1...; Finding Amendments to Regulations

Determining the federal regulations on a topic is usually a two-step process:
The first step is the location of the:pertinent regulations in the latest edition of
the CFR: The second stetiisto determine if the regulations have been amended
in the Federal Register; Omission of the second step can cause serious prob-
lems.

Locating regulations in the CFR can be difficult. The last volume of the
CFR; the Finding Aids; contains what is called a subject index; but it is a poor

:one. It is'more likely to have regulations listed under the name of the issuing
agency than under their topic. =Occasionally, the researcher can go directly
from an entry in this index to the desired regulation, but more frequently the
process is long and involves repeated trial and error. When the desired regula-
tion cannot be found by using the subject index alone, the best that can be
done is to determ the agency likely to be the source of the desired regula-
tion. Then the tables f contents attached to each title, subiitle, chapter, part,
and section must be c n5ulted. Perhaps the topic being sought wit: be listed
there.

There are oihe-r indexes to the CFR that are more useful than the CFR's
own inde-Blfar the best subject index to the CFR is the privately published
Index to the Code of Federal Regulations: This is a massive and expensive
work that is published in four, volumes; three of which are larger than the
telephone directory of a.large city. Unfortunately; this index is not likely to be
found outside a large law library. The authors of this index sift through the
CFR with a very fine mesh and index regulations under narrow and precise
subject headings such as small geographic areas or individual chemicals.

Another method of locating regulations is to begin with the authorizing
legislation. Because the indexes available to the United States Code are better
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than the ihtleX to the CFR, it is frequently easier to locate the code sec
dealing with a subject than to locate the regulations. Then the rese er must

turn to One of several indexes that. lead from the authorizing legislaticiii to the

ant/16626d regulations: One such index is found in the Finding AidS volume to

the CFR. AISO, the annotations to code sections in the United States Code An-

notated and the United States Code Service sometimes include references to

the regulations authorized by the sections.
After the regulations have been found in the CFR, the next step is to ascer-

tain in the Federal Register whether the regulations have been amended. Many

attorneys and law students; who should know better, omit this step; but it is
extremely important. Regulations are ephemeral things, far more ephemeral

than legislation. Even the most recent CFR .volume in an.efficiently managed
library will probably be six to eighteen itionthS out -of -date; In an inefficient

library it may be older than that. ThiS can be a long titne in the life of a govern-

ment regulation.
Shelved with the CFR Shbiild be a companion publication; the List of Sec-

riot& Affected, Which is published every month: f his lists all amendments to
the CFR made during a certain period, and it gives the Federal Register cites

for the ainendMehtS. It is arranged by CFR title and section numbers.
The LiSi Of Sections Affected cumulates in a way that can be confusing to

the uninitiated. A single issue of the List of Sections Affected contains amend-

ment§ for different titles of the CFR for different periods of time. FOr

Ole, the July edition of the List of Sections Affected will give all arriendifient§

to Title 4 of the CFR from January 1 of the current year until the end of July.
Amendments to Title 42; however; will be-included for the period between Oc-

tober 1 of the previous year and the end of July. The rules that determin how
a given issue of the List of Sections Affected curnitlateS are confusing and not

worth memorizing. The researcher can decide whiCh issues must be used by in-

specting the revision date of the CFR title involVed (given on the cover) and
the cumulation periods for the List of Sections Affected (given on the first
page): The latest edition of the LiSi of SectiOtis Affected will always be used,

and soi,:etimes an older edition will also be needed.
Consulting the List of SectiOriS Affected does not end t!ie process of search-

ing for amendments to regulations found in the CFR: The latest edition of the

List of Sections Affected is probably two months old; and much can happen in

two months. FortithatelY, there is a simple method that can be used to locate

very recent ameridiriehtS CO the CFR. For this purpose; the Federal Register

itself is useful.
Near the end if eaC sue of the Federal Register is a table of all CFR parts

amerided during" the eurr calendar month up to and including the day Of
issue. The table in the las issue of each month therefore lists all CFR parts
amended during the entirimonth, Federal Register cites to all amendments are

ihtliided. After the List of Sections Affected has been conSiilted, the research-
,.

er must go to this table for the last day of each calendar month after the
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publication date of the last List of Sections Affected. The same table must
then be consulted in the latest Federal Register available.

Occasionally, the regulation being researched will be brand new rather than
an amendment to or replacement for an earlier regulation: Then the regulation
will be found only in the Federal Register: A quarterly subject index is pub-
lished for the Federal Register and should be shelved with it: For the period
after the latest quarterly index; a non-cumulative subject and agency index is
in the beginning of every issue of the Federal Register. Checking this index for
every issue between the last quarterly index and the present is tedious; but is
not as time - consuming at it may sound. Both the CFR and the Federal
Register can be searched using the computer-assisted legal research systems.
We will discuss these in Chapter 7.

Many government agencies publish a separate edition of their regulations.
These can be found in a depcisitory library's government publications area ar-
ranged by agency. _In_ most cases, these regulations are identical with those
found in the CFR - Federal Register system, except that they are not kept up-to-
date as systematically. The use oT regulations published in these forms is not

. recommended.
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Chapter 5
USefill Periodicals

The legal profession has periodicals that are specific to its needs just as the

education profession does. Ad educator in a laW library may encounter legal

newsletters; newspapers, and scholarly journals.

Newsletters and Newspapers

The newsletters educators might consult most often are published by the

Nati Onal Organization on.Legal Problems of Education (NOLPE). NOLPE
NoteS Summarizes recent legislative and courtroom action of importance in
iclitcatiOn, and School Law Reporter gives information on recent court deci-

tiont affecting education:
Another valuable legal periodical is the legal newspaper. Some of the ar-

ticles in legal newspapers will be of great use to educators; and these articles

can easily be located in a law library that pottettet the proper index: Legal

newspapers are published daily, weekly, or monthly. Important titles include

the New York Law Journal, the Los Angetes Daily Journal; the Legal Times

of Washipgton; the National Law Journal, and the American Lawyer. Legal

newspapers and newsletters are indexed in Legal Resource Index., which will be

discussed later.

Journals and Yearbooks

The most valuable and easily used legal research materials for educators are

legal journals; Legal journals are very convenient for educator., because the in-

dexing tools used for locating articles on desired topics are similar to tools in

other fields with which the educator is already familiar; Legal journals are

valuable because much first-class research is published in them;

The Most important legal journals are the academic law reviews. The law

review has a place in the life of a law school that makes it unlike any other

college-based _ppbacation. LaW reviews are edited and 'Published by laW

students who have earned their place by scholastic achievement or at some

schools, by both tcholastic achievement and performance on a competitive ex-
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amination. The students themselves contribute articles on unoortant rases and
on recent legal developments. The major artict,t in a law review are written by
law professors or practicing attorneys; who troy not be connected with the in
stitution at which the law review is published: These ankles are often cited in
court decisions and sometimes play an important role in influencing ithe
development of:case law.

Another kind of law journals dmioted to the law of a specific subject area.
This kind of journal can be piablished by a, law school; by a commercial
publisher, or by a special interest organization. One'example is the-.19urnal of
Law and Education, which is published by a commercial publisher but is
similar in format and scholarship td an academic law review. A useful section
of this journal summarizes articles on education law that have been published
in other legal peFiodicals.

The National Organization on Legal Problems of Education publishes the
Yearbook Of School Law, which can be one of the most valuable sources of in-
formation for an educator doing legal research. Each edition of the Yearbook
summarizes and discusses the ccitirt decisions relevant to education from the
previous year. Decisions bearing on such topics as governance, torts, pupils,
bargaining, and finance are discussed by college faculty members with interest
in these fields; The Yearbook may be fat d in an academic law library or in a
college or university education department4thrary.

Legal Periodical Indexes

Legal journal articles on a desired topic can be found using periodical in-
dexes that are similar-to other periodical indexes. The most familiar in ap-
pearance and'format will be the hid& to Legal Peri-Odic-WS. This is published
by H.W. Wilson, which ptibliSheS EVitccilidri Index, Readers Guide to
Periodical Literature, Social Science Index, and other indexes with which the
educator is likely to be familiar. The main body of the index is just like that of
the other Wilson indexes: Citations to journal articles are grouped tOgether
under subject headings:

However, the location of articles by author in Index to Legal Periodicci'. 's
t4a little peculiar. Under an author's name are listed th subject headings under

which articles by that author appear; The titles of th rticles are not listed;
only the first letter of the first word is listed. For example, the following pro-
cess must be used to locate a 1981 article by Frank R. Kemerer Under his
name; the appropriate volume of Index to Legal Periodicals lists the heading
Education followed by the letter "D" in parentheses. Turning to the
alphabetical lists of articles under this subject heading, the researcher can find
the article "Developing Law Involving the Teacher's Right to Teach."

One feature of the index to Legal Periodicals that is very useful to the nor
attorney, is the table of cases, or.case index. For the educator who has found a
decision on a desired research topic`' but needs more explanation of the
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ramifications of that decision; the table.of cases can be a godsend. The case in:

: dex refers the researcher to scholarly journal articles elaborating the implica;

tiOnS of major court decisions.
The Legal Resource Index is easier to use -than the Index to Legal

Periodicals once the researcher gets over its unfamiliar fox:Mat. : t is not a series

of bound volumes; it is a specialized microfilm reade. The Legal Resoutee in-

dex presents a display very similar to that found on the pages of a more con-

ventional periodical index. Under supect or other headingS are listed citations

to articles.
_

In spite of its u nfamiliar construction, the Legal Resenirce Indexhas several

important advantages'over the Index to Legal Periodicals. Most iniportam, it
is cumulative. Every month the law library receives a new roll of microfilm
listing all the articles that were listed on the old film in addition to the ones
that have been added. It is not necessary 'to check this year's index and last

year's indei and so on However, after 1985 the Legal Resource index will
begin droPping articles that are more than five years,olth

The Legal Resource Indexcovers more publications than the index to Legal

Per-kith-cats. It indexes more legal journals; legafnewspapers, and law- related

articleS in periodicals that are not primarily oriented to law. It even indexes

MaterialS that are not periodicals at all books; disertations,'and congres-

sional committee hearings.
The list of subjectheadings used in the Legal Resource Index is baSed on

the list used by the L1 ary_of Congress to classify books, and it is much more

comprehensible to a....,nrttorneys than the somewhat esoteric subject headings

used in the Index to Legal Periodicals. The Legal Resource lndet alSo lists

materials by author, title; case, and stalute. Again, it should be noted that the

case index is very useful to the educator who needs an explanation of a

perplexing court decision.
If the Lego: Resourt Index has so many advantages,-what are its,

drawbacks? First, it is relatively new It did not exist before,1980, and it con-

'tains no references to anything published before then. It is also expensive. A

subscription costs more than a thousand dollars a year; therefore; this index is

unlikely to be available outside an academic law library or a public law library

in a large city.
The publiShers of the Legal Resource Index; Information Handling Ser-

viCes, also publish a legal periodical index in a conventional bbok format, the

Current LOW Ihdek. If uses the same comprehensible list of subject headings as

the Legal Resource index The Current Law Index covers more legal journals

than the Wei- to Legal Periodicals; but it does not index the broad range of

-rOterialS covered in this Legal Resource Index.
.
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Chapter 6
Reference Work'.;

A number of other kinds of secondary sources are useful to the educator
doing legal research. Several of these will be familiar because of their similarity
to non-legal reference books.

Legal Dictionaries and Citation Stylebooks

Anyone who is not an attorney ancrwho spends,auy time at all in a law
library_will quickly learn that the terminology used by attorneys is quite dif-
ferent from ordinary English. Who else but a lawyer would refer to seventeen-
year-olds as infants? Attorneys themselves frequently need help with this
jargon; therefore no library, however small, is likely to be without a legal die-

, tionary. The two most common are Black's Law Dtctionaryand Baltentine's
Law Dictiona 7.

These two dictionaries are very similar. Both give citations to cases in which
words or phrases are defined, both interpret the sometimes confusing legal ab-

. breviations; and both include guides to pronunciation; The pronunciation
guide is vital with all the non-English words used in legal parlance. Both dic-
tionaries are likely to be found in the reference rooms of university libraries
and large public libraries as well as law libraries.

Doris Bieber's Dictionary of LegaLAbbreviationszan translate unfamiliar
legal abbreviations that are not found i in Black's or Ballentine's. The number
of different abbreviations used in legal writing is usually astounding to re-
searchers from other fields. Bieber's Dictionary has over three hundred pages
of abbreviations and the print used is quite small.

A reference work that defies easy categorizati, a, but which has some of the
characterittics of a dictionary, is Worott and Phrases. This publication
shows how various words and phrases have been used in court decisions. Cita-
tions to the decisions arc included. Words and Phrdies is a massive work; it
may give hundreds of examples of the use of more common terms. It has more
timn 80 volumes and is kept up-to -daze with supplements that fit inside the
back cover of each volume. Words and Phrases is expensive and is unlikely to
be found outside an academic law library, a state law library, or an excep-
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tionally well-equipped public law librai:y. The educator who is able to locate

set will find it an extremely valuable tool for locating decisions as W. ell as for

researching the meaning of legal terminology.
A Uniform System of Citation, published by the Harvard Law F riew

Association; is the primary authority for the confusing world of legal citation
forms. The educator who is writing anything that uses references to legal cases

will need access to a copy. Almost any law library will have one available:

Legal EncyclopediaS

The two most common legal encyclopedias, American Jurispriidetice 2d

and Corpus Juris Secundum; are likely to be found in almost any law library.
For the kinds of legal research that educators are likely to be doing,. their
similaiiiies are more important than their differences. Both are pnrriatily stint -
manes: of the law as stated in court decisions, which makes them excellent
means of locating cases on a tonic. Almost any statement in either en-
cyclopedia wjll be footnoted to court decisions that support. it. Corpus Juris

Secundum; which is a West publication, is likely to include citations.to all the
relevant cases on a topic, while A meriCanJurisprudence 2d concentrates on

the importaqt cases. This sometimes makes American Jurisprudence 2d. a

simpler tool for the non-attorney to manage.
Both encyclopedias use "Schools" as a major topic: In both of them; the

topic headingS and the breakdown of topics are likely to be confusing to the
non- attorney. Fortunately, each encyclopedia has a highly detailed multi-
.volume subject index at the end of the set that leads the researcher who is un-

fariiiliat With the legal jargon to the desired subject heading.

Other Reference Works

Another secondary source that can be valuable is American Law Reports;

which is universally referred to by its abbreviation, Ai?: ALR has some of

the characteristics of a case reporter and some of the characteristics of a secon-

dary source. Be ce It is rarely used simply as a case reporter, weare discuss-

ing it here.
Each m&lit e Of ALR contains court decisions selected for importance, but

even more uable to the researcher are the annotations to cases. These an-

notations, Which are similar in form to some law review articles, summarize

the court decisions on a topic; An example of an ALR annotation is "Right of

Schoolteactier to Serve as Member of School Board District. where
Emplbyed," which is found at 70 ALR 3d 1188. The annotation cites and
discusses court decisions from five states on this question. Thesupplement in

the back of the volume cites and summarizes decisions from two additional

states that were published after the original annotation. The annotation also
gives references to other secondary sources where information on the topic can

be found.
The publishers of ALR have followed a practice commonly used by
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publishers of court decisions and have numbered ALR in series. As of 1983;
there are four numbered series of ALR and one additional series that deals ex-
clusively with the question of federal law. The series are usually abbreviated
ALR, ALR 2d, ALR 3d, ALR 4th, and ALR Fed. ALR and ALP 2d are in-
dexed by digests similar to those used with West publications. ALR 2d, ALR
3d, ALR 4th, and ALR Fed are indexed by shorter subject indexes called
Quick Indexes. (ALR[2d is indeied in both forms). These indexes_ can be
found shelved with ALR, and ALR can be foundin almost any law library.

Many researchers who have mastei-N the use of the more esoteric research
tools overlook the most familiar tool of all the card cataloi. Before hOurs and
hours are devoted to tracking down decisions in the digests and encyclopedias,
it is best to check the card catalog and see if someone has already researched
the topic and published a monograph on it. However, the eesearch will not end
with the location of such a monograph because it is unlikely to be entirely up-
rOdate,

The AmericanCivil Liberties Union publishesa series that can be useful to
non-attorneys who have certain kinds of legal research questions. This is the
l"Rights of . ." series. The two most useful titles for educators are The
Rights of Teachers and The Rights of Students. Both these books are written
in traightforward question-and-answer format with footnotes to important
ov.osions and statutes. They are excellent sources of information and may be
available in an academic law libraiy, a college or university education depart-
ment library, or a public library. They are inexpensive paperbacks, and the
researcher who is unable to locate a- copy can order one throligh a local
bookstore.

These two titles are not as up -to date ,as a researcher might prefer. The
Rights of Teachers was published in 1971-and the revised edition of The Rights
Of Students was published in 1977. Therefore, these bboks should only serve as
starting points for research. -

Phi Delta Kappa has published several, booklets called "fastbacks" on
various topics on school law. They give useful and readable sumniaries of the
important decisions in this area and discuss their implications: Phi Delta Kap-
pa also publishes monographs on school law topio: See the appendix for a list
of these titles:

West's Nutshell series provides concise information on various legal topics.'
These titles are small paperback books and are usually written by law pro-
fessors who specialize in the topic. Nutshells that may be of particular interest
to educators are Civil Rights In Nutshell; Employment Discrimination in a
Nu shell; and Local Government Law in a Nutshell. These books should be
available at any academic law library and are inexpensive enough that the
educator may consider purchasing a copy.

Morris Cohen's Legal Research in a Nutshell is a good source ;for the
educator who wishes to study legal research in greater detail thanwe hal.e done
here._ Myron JacobStein and Roy Mersky's Legal Research Illustrated is also
worthwhile.
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Chaepter.7
Computer Research Systems

In recent years legal research computer systems have revolutionized law
libraries: Two systems; West law and Lexis, are availabl commercially; and

two others; R. and Flite; are owned by branches of the federal government.
Suds is use by the Justice Department and Flite belongs to the Air Force.
Either Westlaw or Lexis (or both) is available in almost any academic or state
law library and in many public law libraries.

Although a researcher who is neither an attorney nor a law student can fre-
quently become competent in the use of a legal research computer terminal in
two hours of practice; the rates charged for those two hours may be pro-
hibitively expensive. The educator even may be denied access altogether: On
the other hand, use of the terminal may be gratis and access to it may be no
probler.. at all, or the librarians may be willing to do research for theeducator
on the library's terminal. Tt ;s puling situation arises from the variations in
the contracts unde which a law library can use the legal search system.

Both Westlaw and texis offer thcir'services tb academic institutions under
terms that are quite different from those offeredto law firms. Law firms and
some law libraries that do research for lav; firmsare charged for computer "

time at rates varying from $2 to $3 a minute. Academic law libraries, however,

are charged a flat mopthly rate hi return for their agreement that the terminal

Will be used only by students; faculty; and staff who are doing_academic
research. This allows the libraries to make the terminal available at no cost to
tlik. student: Some university law school ",raries allow access to their Westlaw
Cr Lexis ternan:I. by students and faculty froth the rest of the university; iome_

do not
Therefore; a legal research terminal is likely to bc accessible only to the

educator who is a part-time or summer graduate student at a university that

has generous :aw school. But for the minority of educators who are able tot,
use .a te'rn4r..ai :kze computer will be the most useful tool in the law library: In

an hour on i'westlaw or Lex.is terminal, as many court decisions; code sec-
tions; administrative ru!ings, and regulations can be reviewed as in an entire

day of conventional library research.
The discussion in this chapter is intended to be useful both to the educator.
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who is able to use a legal II terminal in person and to the educator for
whom a librarian runs a' com uter search: Any library at which a terminal is
available will have manuals that supplement, the information given here; and

. at some libraries a librarian will be willing,to give a ler-on to a beginning user.
Westlaw and Lexis have been competing_ with each other since the

mid-1970s by copying one another's better characteristics as closely as the
Copyright and patent laws allow. As a ,result, the two systems are now very
similar.

In both systems, a terminal is used to search the. information in a remote
database. The Westlaw computer is in St. Paul and Lexis in in Dayton, Ohio.
Each contains the complete text of hundreds of thousands of court decisions
and other documents that are sometimes useful in legal research:T-he two
systems are primarily used to locate decisioris on a particular topic. The first
step in using either system is to choose the jurisdiction or jurisdictions to be
searched. Irrthe Westlaw system this is done by choosing a database that cor-
responds to one of the West reporters; that is, there is a Southern database; a

South Western database, a Federal database, and so on. . . .

The same step is done in a slightly different manner on Lexis: Theiridatabase are called fifes; and there ik file for each state and 'or each level of
federal court. Both systems allow; nder certain circumstances; for many
jurisdictions to be searched at one time

Westlaw and Lexis use a technique called text searchipg.' Both systems
deliver the court decisions (or; less frequently; the code sections; ad-
ministrative decisions; or regulations) in which specified words appear. The
researcher must determine the words that will be used in the decision that he
wants; if such a decision exists; the computer will provide it.

If the'Westlaw system is directed to locate all the decisions in which the
Word teacher appearsi it will not produce :a case that use instead the word
teachers. Westlaw is almost perfectry literal. Lexis is slightly more flexible it
would also search for the regular plural teachers. But neither system would
locate a case that used the word schoolteachers. The computers do not know
Or teachersandschoolteacheriare equivalent terms. Anyone who is compos-
ing a text search must go over the legal situation being rese ched again and
again, trying to think of all.the words a judge flight e i describing that

situation.
Both systems allow the user to search for decisions in -..ich whole phrases

appear as well as single words. The mechanics are slightly different on
Westlaw the phrase must be surrounded by quotation marks; while Lexis has
nas6ch requirement: Both systems also provide the location of decisions by

..,

the appearance. of series of words that do not adjoin one another immediately
in a phrase; Exactly how these words appear in the decisions produced is deter-

__ mined by the use of connectors.
The tWo most logically simple connectors on each system are and and or.

Lexis uses the words and and or for these connectors, while Westlaw uses the
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ampersands (k, for and and a blank space betWeen words for. or Take for ex-
.

ample the search:

teacher or schoolteacher (Lexis)
teacher teachers schoolteacher sch !teachers (West law)

This will produce all trecisions in the d abase that contain either the singular
or plural forth of the word teacher d alt tilt decisions that contain either
form of the word schoolteachers: ote that the plural forms must be given
when using Westlaw) Decisions which both words appear will also be pro-
duted. The or connector is d to connect words or phrases that' are
synonymous or equivalent:

The and connector is more restrictive. The search

teacher and tenure (Lexis)
teacher teachers & tenure (Westlaw)

will produce only the decisions in which both terms are used The or connector

and the and connector can be mixed in such searches ak

teacher or schoolteacher and tenure (Lexis)
teacher teachers schoolteacher schoolteachers & tenure (Westlaw)

This search wilt produce all decisions that include the singular or phial form
of the words teacher or schoolteacher and that also include the word tenure.

The and connector is frequently not restrictive enough: If there is a decision
it. the database that includes the word teacher on the first page and contains -

the word tenure 10 pages later in an entirely different context; the above search
will pro-duce that decision: This decision is unlikely to be concerned with
teacher tenure: What is needed is a connector that allows the researcher to
locate cases in which the specified terms occur in some proximity to one
another: Both systems have proximity connectors, but they are somewhat dif-
ferent in form.

The Westlaw system defines proximity between terms grammatically, by
sentence and paragraph; The two proximity connectors are /p and /s. The
search

:eacher /p tenure (Westlaw)

will produce all cases that include teacher and tenure in the same paragraph,
while the search

teacher /s tenure (Westlaw)

will produce all cases which include teacher d tenure in the same sentence:
Lexis proximities are defined by word co tint, that is, by the number of

words that separate the search terms. The search

teacher wY10 tenure ( Lexis)
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will produce all decisions in which 'teacher and tenure appear within 10 words
of one another. Any miniber up to 255 can be used with this connector.

Proximity connectors can be mixed with the or connector in much the same
way that the and connector and the or connector can be mixed. Take-for ex-
ample the search

teacher or schoolteacher w/25 tenure (Lexis)
teach-et- teachers schoolteacher schoolteachers /s tenure (West law)

Both systems have additional, more specialized connectors, but those are
not used as frequently as the ones we have discussed here. Both also allow the
user to put certain restrictions on a search the computers can be restricted,
for example, to decisions written by a particular judge or to decisions handed
down after a certain date. Our purpose here has not been to discuss everything
that the computers can do, but to give a first lesson.

After reading this book, and with a. little practice;, the educator without
legal training should no longer find the law library to be a strange world. This
book has discussed the basic sources of case law and legislation and has given
an introduction to important secondary sources. The educator, who has read
this book shotild now be ready to pursue the ideal stated by Woodrow Wilson
in 1894:-

Every citizen should know what law is, how it came into existence, what relation
its form bears to its substance, and how it gives to society its fibre and strength
and poise of frame. -
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Phi Delta Kappa Legal References
for Educators

Books

Legal Issues in Public School Employment
Joseph Beckham and Perry A. Zirkel, editors, 1983
$7.00 (members, $6.00)

A Delicate Balance: Church; State, and the Schools
Martha M. McCarthy, 1983
$6.00 (members, $5.00)

What Legally Constitutes an Adequate Public Education?
Martha M. McCarthy and Raul T. Deignan, 1982
$5.00 (members, $4.00)

Educational Tort Liability and Malpractice
Eugene T. Connors, oal
$6.(X) (members, $5.00)

A Digest of Supreme Court Decisions Affecting Education
Perry A. Zirkel; editor; 1978
$6.00 (members; $5.00)

Supplemen; to a Digest of Supreme Court Decisions Affecting Education
Perry A. Zirkel; 1982
$3.00 (members; $2:50)

The Supreme Court's Impact ci Public Education
E. Edmund Reutter Jr., 1982
$7.00 (members, 36.00)

Fastbacks

The Legal Rights of Students (fastback #59)
Thomas Flygare, 1975
75C (members, 60C)

The Legal Rights .7f Teachers (fastback #83)
Thomas Flygare, 1976
75C (members; 60C).

Parents Have Rights, Too! (fastback #120)
M. Donald Thomas, 1978
75C (members, 60C)
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Student Discipline and the Lail, (fastback #121)
',ugene T. Connors, 1979.

I

: (members, 60C)

Church-State issues in Education (fastback #123)

David Tavel; 1979
75C (meinbers; 609

Legal Implications of Minimum Competency Testing (fastback #138)

Joseph Beckham; 1980
75C (members; 60C)

Title IX: Implications for Education fof Women (fastback #156)

Frank; D. Aquila, 1981 it
75C (members, (93C)

Legal Issue's in Education of the Handicapped (fasibackli186)
Donald G. Turner, 1983
be (members, 60C)

To order any of these titlet, write to Phi Delta Kappa; P;O. Box 789; Bloom-

ington, IN 47402.
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